Case Study
Colonial Airport Parking is a division of Colonial Parking, Inc.

and a leading oﬀ-airport operator servicing the Philadelphia
International Airport. Colonial Parking has more than 50 years
of experience parking over 45,000 patrons daily.
When COVID-19 hit in 2020, Colonial pivoted their strategy to
increase their number of sales channels enabling seamless
contactless payments for their beloved patrons. From adding
just one new sales channel in the ﬁrst 30 days of implementing
Ocra, revenue grew 35% and online sales grew 197%.

Managing all of our third party reservation
systems in one place enables us to maximize
sales while spending a fraction of the time.
The ﬁrst time I needed to blackout parking
reservations, I immediately realized the value.
Ocra is very user friendly and, with one click, I was
able to blackout four diﬀerent channels at once!

John Groden

Former Vice President,
Colonial Airport Parking
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Established in 1956, Colonial Parking
is a full service parking operator that
prides themselves on being large
enough to use the latest technology,
but small enough to oﬀer individual
attention. Colonial operates over 40
locations in Delaware and Pennsylvania.
When COVID-19 hit in 2020, Colonial
Airport Parking identiﬁed the need to
utilize more sales channels that enable
contactless entry and exit in order to
provide a safe environment for their
patrons while inspiring brand conﬁdence
for repeat parking. Colonial identiﬁed
Ocra as a solution for omni-channel
management, so they could have one
central command center to control rates,
inventory, blackouts and more.

Ocra added and automated another
sales channel that led to a 35%
revenue increase within just one month
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NEEDED TO SELL MORE, BUT MANAGE LESS

PAIN POINTS

Why
Colonial
transformed
their approach
to omni-channel
management

Adding sales channels is great for top-line
revenue growth, but the incremental time that it
takes to setup and manage everything quickly
erodes away margins. For instance, there is clear
value in adjusting prices for a holiday such as
Thanksgiving when there is a surge in travelers,
but logging into a multitude of systems, sitting on
hold with account reps, and waiting days to see
a change might not be worth the time & energy.

INNOVATING WHILE STAYING LEAN
A core value of Colonial is being large
enough to use the latest technology, but small
enough to oﬀer individual attention. To fulﬁll this
value statement, Colonial knew that it was
important to provide patrons with additional
contactless payment options. The diﬃcult part was
managing each of these fragmented payment options
to provide a consistent customer experience.

NO CENTRAL PLACE FOR ACTIONABLE DATA
Without a single place to analyze data, see trends, and
make corresponding adjustments, the team spent
an unsustainable amount of time downloading,
consolidating, compiling, analyzing and then deriving
how the facility was performing. Once this was all put
together, there was still not a guarantee whether
everything was accurate and up-to-date making it diﬃcult
to land on a data-driven decision. From there, they’d
have to go through the laborious tasks of making
adjustments.
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INVESTING IN
OMNI-CHANNEL
MANAGEMENT
AT COLONIAL
With Ocra,
Colonial manages

more sales channels while

DRIVING MORE REVENUE
With Ocra, Colonial now sells across
four channels, markets to more patrons than ever
before, and is in full control of their rates. They
can now adjust all prices with a single click.
In addition, Colonial is able to allocate all their
available inventory into a pool encouraging each
channel to sell as many spots as possible. During this
time, Colonial saw an overall 197% increase
in online revenue.

SUCCESSFULLY ADDED SALES CHANNEL

adjustments has led to both

Colonial leveraged Ocra’s automation
and integration capabilities to onboard a new
channel that increased revenue by 35%
in the ﬁrst month. This channel and each
of their other channels are performing
exceptionally well and the best part is that all four
are able to be managed in less time than it previously
took to manage just one.

top-line growth and stronger

MAKING DATA ACTIONABLE

spending 1/4 the time. Using
real-time insights in a single
place to make seamless

margins.
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With Ocra, Colonial now has one single source
of truth for real-time sales metrics by channel to
ensure they’re optimizing rates and coursecorrecting strategies as needed. From their
analytics dashboard, team members can instantly
see how many reservations are arriving and
departing each day while also seeing the current
inventory. With action-oriented data, Colonial can
make adjustments with just a few clicks.
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About Ocra
Dynamically adjust pricing and inventory across all online channels and
facilities. Make action on real-time data driven decisions. Recapture your
margins through automation and simplicity.
Ocra enables you to sell on as many

online channels as you want! The full
suite lets you adjust inventory, rates,
blackouts and more. Leverage
consolidated reporting to receive daily
emails, take action on trends, and even
get a birds eye view of your competition.
A la Carte gives you the ﬂexibility to

select what features/products you want
today. Upgrade or downgrade at any
time to meet the needs of your
operations and receive the
maximum value.

Are you ready to transform your
omni-channel management processes?
Discover how, like Colonial, you can leverage
automation and integrations to maximize revenue while
optimizing all of your operations.
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BOOK A DEMO
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